


Welcome to DEEPGUARD .AI Inc., a distinguished US-based
company headquartered in the vibrant state of California. Our
journey began in 2018 with a clear vision – to provide impeccable,
state-of-the-art AI- driven perimeter security solutions. These
solutions are meticulously crafted to fortify and elevate the safety
of not only homes but also commercial establishments.

Rooted in our founding members’ profound expertise within the
technology sector, we embarked on this venture with resolute
determination.

The goal ? To harness our collective knowledge and experience to
give rise to an unparalleled add-on device. This device stands as a
testament to innovation, as it possesses the capability to seamlessly
transform conventional security systems into proactive shields against
intrusion, veering away from the limitations of reactive frameworks.

At DEEPGUARD .AI Inc.,we are committed to safeguarding your
spaces with the utmost integrity and ingenuity.

Join us in revolutionizing security – one intelligent solution at a time.



The exceptional values powered by AI

 Human/vehicle detection

 Smoke/fire detection 

 License plate recognition(LPR) and detection on pre-defined 

black list/VIP vehicles

 Advanced AI analytics

 Advanced AI human SLIP / TRIP / FALL detection

 Surveillance –GPT

INSTANT REMOTE ACCESS See every camera and location from any computer, mobile 

phone, or tablet. No matter where you are or what time of day it is, you can view live 

video, search all video, adjust camera settings, email videos, and more.



CUSTOMERS AROUND THE GLOBE IN 
VIRTUALLY EVERY INDUSTRY TRUST
DEEPGUARD Networks for actionable 
business intelligence and security.

Multi-Family Government Banking

Smart Cities Agriculture Hotels

Education Restaurants Parking

Healthcare Retail Airports

Logistics and Convenience Religious
Warehousing Stores Institutions



DEEPGUARD’s AI has been trained to
ignore common causes of false alarms,
such as bugs, cobwebs, rain and snow,
without reducing AI sensitivity.

DEEPGUARD AI has proven itself
by producing the most accurate
detections and false alarm rejection
we have ever seen.

STOP FALSE ALARMS

“ „

99%
ACCURACY



ADD INTELLIGENCE TO
ANY SECURITY CAMERA

Connect DeepGuard AI to any IP cameras
to instantly upgrade any system, from
residential properties to warehouses, and
bring cameras from multiple brands under
one, easy-to-use app



DEEPGUARD . AI stores and analyzes your video locally - not in
the cloud. Build a system with faster video processing, instant
alerting, reduced bandwidth consumption, complete data privacy,
and Al that still works when the internet is down.

MAXIMIZE PRIVACY & 
BOOST RELIABILITY



Focus your attention on the information you and your users need. Avoid alert 
fatigue and lost time with analytics that work the way you want them to.

TAKE CONTROL OF 
SECURITY ALERTS

30+ Classifications
Choose alerts for people, 
animals, vehicles or 
deliveries.

Alert Areas
Draw areas on camera feeds for 
DEEPGUARD AI to focus on or 
ignore.

Enhanced Al Modes
Boost Al performance with 
Long Distance mode and 
Sensitive Mode.

Multi-Al Architecture
Get 4x more analysis of video
than with conventional Al
systems.



EDGE COMPUTING DELIVERS AI 
WITHOUT THE DRAWBACKS

Power of the edge Convenience of the cloud On one dashboard, 
from anywhere

Plug and play: auto-
connect to any IP camera

Scale to infinite location, 
users, cameras

Built-in Zero Trust security 
for secure access and use

24/7  continuous, local 
recording

Infinite cloudbackup for 
saved clips

Powerful AI on high-
resolution video

Automatic software updates

Robust Role Based Access 
Control with AD + SAML 
tie-ins

Full video delivery and 
network observability

DEEPGUARD



Backup alerts with USB, 

network and cloud storage

Connect to any IP 

security cameras

Connect to monitoring stations, 

PSIMs and leading VMS

Trigger lights and audio 

warnings automatically
Get access and

alerts on all
devices



Here’s why organizations depend on DEEPGUARD everyday.

CALM. COOL. COMMUNICATED.

Intuitive User Interface
Designed for use under duress, you can get up-to-speed quickly and take action when 
needed. Powerful and feature-rich, yet easy to use.

Easy

Cloud-based Access
Log in to failure-resistant infrastructure available from any desktop or mobile device.

Flexible User Management
Optimize your user management options-including opt-in, opt-out, and self-service 
subscriptions. Connect your systems directly with the DEEPGUARD API.

Grouping & Multi-level Administration
Organize recipients into public or private groups and by department, geography, or 
role. Enforce access and policy compliance with custom admin role permissions.

24
Success Program
A dedicated team to help you set-up, customize, deploy, train, test, and improve. 
accessible 24/7. Constantly



ADVANCED AI ANALYTICS

SPILL DETECTION
DeepGuard AI detects liquid spills and provides
real-time alerts to responsible personnel

AI models detect most spills – including clear
and colored liquids such as water, orange juice,
milk, and soda

Optimized for tough backgrounds such as
linoleum floors and speckled concrete

The Advanced AI Analytics Service offers the flexibility to pay for
specific features required, allowing clients to tailor their analytics
package according to their needs. Customizable AI solutions are
also available for unique use cases, ensuring a comprehensive and
tailored approach to data analysis



SLIP / TRIP / FALL
Advanced AI capabilities for accurate slip/
trip/fall detection utilizing computer vision
technology to detect events in real-time

Multi-tiered alerts via email, text, audio, or API
integrations into existing systems

Respond quickly and prevent accidents before
they occur, ensuring a safer work environment
and reducing insurance risk

SMOKE & FIRE
Ensure human safety and protect valuable
inventory with efficient smoke and fire detection,
even in traditionally challenging environments
like outdoor spaces and large indoor areas

Use existing cameras to detect smoke and fire,
both indoors and outdoors

Integrates with other platform features to provide
real-time alerts and longitudinal metrics



SURVEILLANCE- GPT
CLOUD VIDEO SURVEILLANCE

Efficiently Search All Surveillance Video
same way you search the Save time and money with the ability to search across
multiple cameras and locations, returning accurate results. Stop wasting time
scrubbing through video and immediately find the exact people, vehicles, or objects
you’re looking for—even search live video during critical incidents

Search by description
Search surveillance video the same way you search the web (Examples: 
Blue shirt with backpack; Red Toyota truck Person on bike)

Narrow results by date/time
Pinpoint specific video or incidents from any location or camera by 
choosing to view a specific date and time

See exact video results
Powerful Al delivers fast and accurate search results from any cloud-
connected camera

Easily download and share video
Set alerts and make informed decisions during critical incidents with 
accessible and shareable video clips.



SURVEILLANCE- GPT
CLOUD VIDEO SURVEILLANCE

S-GPT Smart Video Search is an added feature in the DEEPGUARD PRO, 
there are no installations required.

S-GPT works with your current cameras and all DEEPGUARD SVR-
no upgrades or specialized cameras needed.

Red Car

So lu t i on Industries Company Con tac t Us Become a Partner

Man with a Laptop



EDGE PRO 410 EDGE PRO 810 EDGE PRO 1610

Up to 4 cameras Up to 8 cameras Up to 16 cameras

2–5 MP* 2–5 MP* 5 MP*
Suggested Resolution Suggested Resolution Suggested Resolution

30, 60, 9 0 days* 30, 60, 90 days* 30, 60, 90, 180 days
Retention Period Retention Period Retention Period

205 x 176 x 33 mm 376 x 185 x 292 mm 376 x 185 x 292 mm
Form Factor (Tower) Form Factor (Tower) Form Factor (Tower)

Solution Industries Company Contact Us Become a
Partner

Solution Industries Company Contact Us

Become a Partner



USA (HQ)

Turkey

Malaysia

Bulgaria

Germany

Taiwan

GLOBAL PRESENCE

South Africa

Saudi Arabia



www.deepguard.a i

chensen.chung@deepguard.ai

+886970200220

http://www.deepguard.ai/�
mailto:Chensen.chung@deepguard.ai�
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